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Our kindergarten



The interest in reading is conditioned by the 
maturation of the whole personality. The child to 

reach the stage of independent reading must 
pass certain stages namely:



                                                                                           
                                                                                        
                                                                                        
                                                                                        
                                                                                        
                                                                                        
                                                                                        
                                    

2. listening to poems, stories, fairy tales, etc..

- read by the teacher

- read by older kindergarteners



Fostering interest in literature is done using a variety of forms 
and methods of work.

These may include: 

Creative play with reading in conjunction with free 
musical and movement expression.
For example.
1) "Dream on, dream on, fairy tale". 
- This was the theme of an inter-school literary game 
prepared by our preschool. There were fairy tale puzzles, a 
magic show of bubbles, and a staging of the Mazury legend 
"King Sielaw"  performed by the children.

King Sielaw - King Fish with scientific name Coregonus lavaretus)





2 "Rhyme with us". 
- literary game with a poem prepared by the Municipal Public 
Library. Our kindergarten performed with a rhyme 
"My language".



.
3. "Meeting with Poetry".
 - literary play organized by the Municipal Public Library on 
the occasion of Children's Day in Ekomarina harbour. Our 
kindergarten performed with a piece entitled "Jungle"..





4. "Playing with Books".
 - Another literary play in Ekomarina harbor. Our kindergarten 
performed with Julian Tuwim's poem "Locomotive".





      

Listening to literary works:

As part of the "All of Poland Reads to Kids" 
campaign, a meeting with the author of children's 

books Ms. Dorota Gellner was held. Children 
listened to poems, stories, fairy tales, rhymes and 

songs to which Ms Dorota Gellner wrote lyrics.





A meeting with the actor and writer Zbigniew 
Waszkielewicz in the Municipal Public Library.

Mr. Zbigniew - author of books "Wujek Ziuniek na długe 
wieczory" ("Uncle Ziuniek for long winter evenings"), 
"Wujek Ziuniek - kopiuj, wklej" ("Uncle Ziuniek - copy, 
paste") read poems for children to kindergarteners and 
told them about actor's and director's work in theater.



     

A meeting with Anna Świąc, a writer and author of a book 
for children entitled "The Blue Land".

Ms. Świąc read to the preschoolers a fragment of the book, 
and the children got to know the main character Stefan and 
his adventures. During the meeting children illustrated the 
fragments of the book.







  Methods to develop children's reading interests 
are:

-trips to the City Public Library





   
     .

- regular reading meetings with an employee 
of Municipal Public Library



    - Cyclical educational reading classes at the 
District Pedagogical Library

During the "Literary Emergency" activity - 
preschoolers learned that "Children's hearts beat 

for books".





    

     .
"About children who love books"- another reading 

activity at the County Pedagogical Library.



    

     .

Butterflies in the "Garden of Good Words" - reading 
activities in the District Pedagogical Library



  
- trips to the bookstore



       
Children's interest in reading is also stimulated 
through participating in art and literary contests.

- contest "Illustration to a fairy tale"



                  
- district contest "Eco - Wawel Dragon

Wawel  - the hill with the Castle of Polish Kings in Cracow, where a very long time ago in a cave lived the 
Dragon (according to legend)



          
- Cinderella's Eco-Carriage" contest



- District Competition "Polish Legends"



        
Ways to develop reading education include: 

1. making up by children their own texts of fairy tales and 
fables.

Therefore we organized a nationwide contest "Fairy tale book" 
which aimed at promoting reading, developing creative activity and 
releasing joy from self-made book.



     

2. participation in the "Great 
League of Readers" contest

The project promoted the 
reading of books. 

Preschoolers participating in the 
project compiled young reader's 
diaries that included illustrations 
of books they read with their 
parents.



                                                                                                                    
                                                                                                                 
                                                                                                                 
                                                                                                                 
                                                                                                                 
                                                                                                                 
                                                                                                                 
                                                     

Another method to convey literary content is to use 
children's theaters to present the content of a work:

Puppet Theater

Hand Puppet Theater



  

Kamishibai Picture 
Theater



For the Kamishibai theater you need double-sided boards 
with pictures on one side and text on the other and a 
wooden showcase in which the boards are displayed.



          
Reading is still the key to knowledge.

Many people, although they can read, do not 
read. Why?

Because the habit and need to read must be 
formed in kindergarten.

Through reading, preschoolers develop their 
imagination, enrich their vocabulary, and learn 
to express themselves.

These are truths long known and always 
repeated.

                     Thank you for listening.
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